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**Crowd Attends Election**

**Harding Is Elected Prexy Of Young Republican Group**

Bill Harding was elected president of the University Young Republican Club for the 1964-65 term at the UYRC annual meeting in the Library. Harding, a junior from Holdrege, was running against two other candidates for the office of chairman. He received 36 votes to 22 for his opponent, an unspecified freshman from Grand Island. A total of 77 members voted, and Harding beat his opponent by 14 votes.

Harding's platform was strong for the Republican cause and attacks on the Democratic party. Harding plans to concentrate on the programs of the YRC and to continue the tradition of a strong YRC on the University campus.

**Woody's, Sikes, Bunnies Are Spring**

**Billboard For "BIRDS"—This large billboard, located at 18th and P streets, enables the bird expert to identify the "Bere Bys Birds," he is pressed to name at 8 p. m. at P之夜．

**Houses Out For Drive Tomorrow**

Same time and in different locations and the drive will continue to benefit the Boy Scout Troups.

**Sorority House Drive**

**In 80s—Construction of Ag campus library is approved. With the construction of the buildings, the road, may eventually be the center of the Ag campus.**
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